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The main topi of this book is the interplay between the behaviour of random walks
and the properties of their state spa es. Random walks are time-homogeneous Markov
hains whose state spa e is here an in nite graph. An important parti ular ase is a
random walk on an in nite group, where the graph is the Cayley graph of an in nite
group. Here, the graphs are mostly lo ally nite and the groups are nitely generated.
There is an interplay between properties of the sto hasti pro ess and the stru ture
of the state spa e. For instan e, one of the goals is the lassi ation of these nitely
generated groups whi h arry a re urrent random walk. The book ontains a wealth
of fa ts on random walks and dis usses links with spe tral theory, graph theory and
dis rete potential theory. Ea h of the four hapters enters around one aspe t of the
behaviour of random walks, and ea h of them ontains histori al notes and referen es.
Chapter I fo usses on re urren e and transien e of random walks. It ontains fa ts on
re urren e/transien e of in nite networks, omparison theorems for random walks on
graphs, isoperimetri inequalities, growth fun tion and the lassi ation of re urrent
groups, random walks on trees and ir l pa kings. Chapter II on entrates on the
spe tral radius, and dis usses Green fun tions, strong isoperimetri inequalities and
amenability of groups. Chapter III deals with the asymptoti behaviour of transition
probabilities. Among other things, the lo al entral limit theorem, the asymptoti type
of a random walk on an amenable group, free produ ts and Cartesian produ ts are
onsidered. Examples are random walks on Sierpinski graphs and random walks on
lamplighter groups. Chapter IV is on topologi al boundary theory, that is onne tions
between the behaviour of the random walk, harmoni fun tions and ompa ti ations of
the state spa e. In parti ular, one investigates, for a transient random walk, onvergen e
to the boundary, the Diri hlet problem at in nity and the identi ation of the Martin
boundary. Hyperboli graphs and groups, graphs with polynomial growth, Abelian and
nilpotent groups, free produ ts and Cartesian produ ts are onsidered.
The book is well-organized, and notations have been handled in a user-friendly way. In
spite of the dis laimer in the prefa e, the book seems to me very suitable for a graduate
ourse or seminar.

Nina Gantert (Berlin)
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